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Talk Outline

Context of O star X-ray emission: wind shocks

1. X-ray constraints on the shocked wind plasma
2. X-ray absorption as a mass-loss diagnostic
3. Clumping diagnostics from X-rays + Hα

(focus on effectively single O supergiants)

Radiative vs.  Adiabatic shocks

Open questions: very dense winds (WR stars); 
low density winds (B stars); magnetic OB stars



O stars are strong sources of soft X-ray emission
thermal emission from hot (T > 106 K) plasma

Tr 14 in Carina: Chandra 

HD 93129A (O2 If*)

Carina: ESO

optical/IR

X-rays



HD 93129A (O2 If) is the brightest X-ray source in this cluster

red < 1 keV, green 1 - 2 keV, blue > 2 keV

Tr 14 in Carina: Chandra 

Lx ~ 1033



X-ray luminosity is correlated with bolometric luminosity

Lx ~ 10-7Lbol but with a lot of scatter

Berghöfer et al. 1996



Lx ~ 10-7Lbol but with a lot of scatter

Chandra Carina Complex Project: Nazé et al. 2011



Lx ~ 10-7Lbol but with a lot of scatter

Chandra Carina Complex Project: Nazé et al. 2011



OB star winds are powerful



Hallmark of OB star winds

UV absorption in resonance lines of 
metal ions (e.g. C+3)



Ultraviolet spectrum showing wind feature from C+3

UV spectrum: C IV 1548, 1551 Å

ζ Pup (O4 supergiant):  M ~ few 10-6 Msun/yr



The wind kinetic power is typically 104 times 
larger than the observed Lx

X-rays are evidence of power being dissipated in 
the stellar wind

Some process - which doesn’t have to be very efficient - 
converts a small fraction of this kinetic power to heat.

The observed X-rays are the thermal radiation from 
this hot stellar wind plasma.

kinetic power of the wind = 1/2 Mv∞2 (~10-3 Lbol)



Line Deshadowing Instability (LDI), leads to shock-heating of 
the wind: T ~ 106(Δvshock/300 km/s)2

temperature

velocity

density

distance from the center of the star

temperaturetemperature

1.5 R★ 5 R★

X-rays are evidence of power being dissipated in the stellar wind

simulation by J. Sundqvist



>99% of the wind is cold and X-ray absorbing

Less than 1% of the mass of the wind is emitting X-rays



>99% of the wind is cold and X-ray absorbing

Less than 1% of the mass of the wind is emitting X-rays



>99% of the wind is cold and X-ray absorbing



1-D simulations: spherically symmetric



2-D radiation-hydro simulations
clumps break up to the grid scale

Dessart & Owocki 2003



2-D radiation-hydro simulations

Dessart & Owocki 2003

Keep in mind: the bulk of the wind mass is in these dense, cold 
(~ Teff) clumps. They are the site of most of the UV wind 
absorption observed from metals and also of the hydrogen 
recombination that leads to the observed H-alpha emission.





Heating from shocks combined with cooling - 
which may be primarily adiabatic or radiative

Thermal properties of the plasma

Wojdowski & Schulz 2005

X-ray plasma temperature in O 
stars is quite low (few million K)

...compared to low-mass stars, 
for example, or some magnetic 
massive stars 



Heating from shocks combined with cooling - 
which may be primarily adiabatic or radiative

Thermal properties of the plasma

numerical LDI 
simulations are not yet 
mature enough to make 
strong predictions 
about X-ray 
temperatures



X-ray emission process
thermal emission from collisional plasma



X-ray line emission spectroscopy
Provides important information via Doppler-broadened profiles



Chandra grating spectroscopy (R < 1000)

ζ Pup (O4 If)



cool stars vs. hot stars

starfish, in situ, at the Monterey, California Aquarium (photo: D. Cohen)



Chandra grating (HETGS/MEG) spectra
ζ Pup (O4 If)

5Å 15Å 25Å

Capella (G5 III)



Capella (G5 III)

ζ Pup (O4 If)

emission lines + bremsstrahlung + recombination



Mg XIMg XII

Ne X Ne IX

Chandra grating (HETGS/MEG) spectra
ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)



Mg XIMg XII

typical temperatures T ~ few 106 K 
(late-type stellar coronae tend to be hotter) ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)



Ne X Ne IX Fe XVII

Zoom in ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)



Ne X Ne IX Fe XVII

~2000 km/s

ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)



Ne X Ne IX Fe XVII

~2000 km/s

ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

(unresolved)



cool stars: narrow lines = 
magnetically confined 

coronal plasma

hot stars: broad lines = 
outflowing, shock-heated 

wind plasma



lines are 
asymmetric

ζ Pup (O4If)

Capella (G5 III)



>99% of the wind is cold and X-ray absorbing

The key is X-ray absorption



due to inner-shell photoionization 

Absorption in the cold wind component



due to inner-shell photoionization 

Absorption in the cold wind component

Absorption in the cold wind 
component



v = v∞(1-r/R★)β beta velocity law assumed



Ro



2 representative points in 
the wind that emit X-rays



2 representative points in 
the wind that emit X-rays

absorption along the ray 



2 representative points in 
the wind that emit X-rays

absorption along the ray 

extra absorption for 
redshifted photons from 

the rear hemisphere 



for mass-loss rates ~10-6 : expect wind 
to be modestly optically thick



Line profile shapes

Ro=1.5!

Ro=3!

Ro=10!

τ�=1,2,8 
key parameters: Ro & τ★

v = v∞(1-r/R★)β

j ~  ρ2  for r/R* > Ro,!

  = 0  otherwise 

Owocki & Cohen 2001



τ★ = 2.0
Ro = 1.5 R★

ζ Pup: ChandraFit the model to data
Fe XVII



consistent with a global value of Ro ~ 1.5 R★

Distribution of Ro values for ζ Pup



Quantifying the wind optical depth

opacity of the cold wind 
component (due to 

photoionization of C, N, O, Ne, Fe)

wind mass-loss rate

stellar radius
wind terminal 

velocity



soft X-ray wind opacity
note: absorption arises in the dominant, cool wind component

opacity with CNO 
processed abundances

opacity with solar 
abundances



ζ Pup Chandra: three emission lines 

Mg Lyα: 8.42 Å Ne Lyα: 12.13 Å O Lyα: 18.97 Å

τ* ~ 1 τ* ~ 2 τ* ~ 3

Recall: 



Results from the 3 line fits shown previously



Fits to 16 lines in the Chandra spectrum of ζ Pup



Fits to 16 lines in the Chandra spectrum of ζ Pup



Fits to 16 lines in the Chandra spectrum of ζ Pup

τ*(λ)	  trend	  consistent	  with	  κ(λ)	  



M becomes the free parameter of 
the fit to the τ*(λ) trend

τ*(λ) trend consistent with κ(λ) 



M becomes the free parameter of 
the fit to the τ*(λ) trend

τ*(λ) trend consistent with κ(λ) 
τ*(λ) trend consistent with κ(λ) 



1.8 X 10-6 Msun/yr
from X-rays

Theory (Vink)
6.4 X 10-6 Msun/yr



1.8 X 10-6 Msun/yr
from X-rays

Theory (Vink)
6.4 X 10-6 Msun/yr

1.8 - 3.5 X 10-6 also from Hervé12,Bouret12, Najarro11, Oskinova07



2-D radiation-hydro simulations
clumping

Dessart & Owocki 2003

fcl ≡ <ρ2>/<ρ>2 

      ~ 10



2-D radiation-hydro simulations
clumping

660 L. Dessart and S. P. Owocki: 2D simulations of line-driven winds. II.

Fig. 2. Top row: radial variation of time- and angle-averages that characterize the nature of flow structure for the case with !vis = 0.01.
a) Clumping factor fcl; b) radial; and c) azimuthal velocity dispersion; and d) velocity-density correlation coe!cient (Runacres & Owocki
2002). Middle row: same as top for a model with !vis = 0.1. Bottom row: same as top for a model with !vis = 1. For ease of comparison,
corresponding quantities are plotted over the same ordinate range.

radiation forces; but the more viscous cases with !vis = 0.1
and !vis = 1 (middle and right wedges of Fig. 1) are quite dif-
ferent, with progressively less radial elongation in filamentary
structures.

To provide a more quantitative comparison, Fig. 2 shows
representative statistical properties derived from time- and
angle-averages of the density and velocity fields. For the case
where !vis = 0.01 (left wedge in Fig. 1 and top row in Fig. 2),
the amplitude of azimuthal velocity variations is slightly re-
duced, but otherwise the clumping factor fcl, the radial velocity
dispersion"vr,rms, and the velocity–density correlation function
are all similar to those given in DO-03 with no lateral viscous
term (!vis = 0).

By contrast, for the stronger viscosity cases !vis = 0.1 and
!vis = 1 (middle and lower panels of Fig. 2), we see that the az-
imuthal velocity is markedly reduced, with associated changes
also in the other statistical parameters. The inhibition of lateral
motion in e#ect tends to isolate further each of the azimuthal
coordinates. In this situation, when a shock occurs, material
from below ramming into the dense structure is prevented from
circumventing it by the stronger radiative viscosity in the lat-
eral direction. This behavior becomes even more pronounced in
the highest viscosity case (!vis = 1), for which the dense struc-
tures resemble both radially and azimuthally confined clumps,
i.e. dots in 2D. As shown in the bottom row of Fig. 2, the

azimuthal velocity dispersion is then reduced by a factor of
20–30 compared to the first case. This corresponds to about
a tenth of the sound speed, i.e. three orders of magnitude less
than the wind flow speed. We see also that the clumping and
radial velocity dispersion increase significantly with !vis, con-
verging for high !vis to values similar to those found in purely
1D non-Sobolev simulations. Then, the lateral communication
becomes so inhibited that each direction is essentially sheltered
from its neighbors, and the 2D computed grid merely looks like
a series of 1D non-Sobolev simulations stacked together in az-
imuth.

For a characteristic wind radius r = 6R!, Fig. 3 compares
the lateral variation of the azimuthal velocity and lateral radi-
ation force for these three values of !vis. Note that the mag-
nitude of the viscous forces are comparable (solid curves),
even though the associated azimuthal velocity (dotted curves)
is much smaller for the higher viscous coe!cient. Note also
that the sign of the viscous force depends on the concavity of
the velocity variation.

A key result here is that the lateral di#use radiation has
a net e#ect that, in some sense, is opposite of what was an-
ticipated, e.g., in DO-03. In particular, because the line-drag
of di#use radiation strongly damps lateral velocity variations
on scales smaller than the lateral Sobolev length l0 " rvth/v,
DO-03 speculated that this could inhibit the operation of



clumping factor ~10 to ~20 (Najarro et al. 2011)

theory 

derived from data (Najarro et al.)



X-ray line profile based mass-loss rate: 
implications for clumping

basic definition: fcl ≡ <ρ2>/<ρ>2

clumping factor

ignoring clumping will 
cause you to 

overestimate the 
mass-loss rate



X-ray line profile based mass-loss rate: 
implications for clumping

basic definition: fcl ≡ <ρ2>/<ρ>2

from density-squared 
diagnostics like Hα, IR 

& radio free-free

from (column) density 
diagnostic like τ★ from 

X-ray profiles 

clumping factor



X-ray line profile based mass-loss rate: 
implications for clumping

 fcl ≡ <M2>/<M>2
Hα

clumping factor
X-ray

 fcl ~ 20 for ζ Pup 

but see Puls et al. 2006: radial variation of 
clumping factor



clumping factor ~10 to ~20 (Najarro et al. 2011)

theory

derived from data (Najarro et al.)



Latest numerical simulations of the LDI 

include limb darkening and photospheric sound-
wave perturbations

and generate more structure near the wind base



Carina: ESO

Tr 14: Chandra

HD 93129A



Chandra grating spectra of HD 93129A



Strong stellar wind: traditional diagnostics
UV

Taresch et al. (1997)

M = 2 X 10-5 Msun/yr

v∞ = 3200 km/s

Hα



τ* = 1.0 
Ro = 1.4 R*

HD 93129A Mg XII Lyman-alpha



Ro = 1.4 R*

Ro = onset radius of X-ray emission



HD 93129A τ* from five emission lines

M = 6.8 X 10-6 Msun/yr

M = 1.2 X 10-5 Msun/yr
Theory (Vink)



HD 93129A τ* from Chandra CCD spectrum
using windtabs wind absorption model (Leutenegger et al. 2010)



Lower mass-loss rate: consistent with Hα?



Lower mass-loss rate: consistent with Hα?

Yes! With clumping factor of fcl = 12



clumping fcl = 12, 
onset at Rcl = 1.05 R★

clumping fcl = 12, 
onset at Rcl = 1.3 R★

no clumping

M = 7 X 10-6 Msun/yr   



Extension of X-ray profile mass-loss rate 
diagnostic to other stars

lower mass-loss rates than theory predicts
with clumping factors typically of fcl ~ 20



binary wind-wind 
interaction X-rays

X-ray mass-loss rates: a few times less 
than theoretical predictions



Conclusions

Shocked wind plasma distributed throughout 
wind, above Ro ~ 1.5 R

O supergiant mass-loss rates: a few lower than 
theoretical predictions 

Consistent with Hα, IR/radio if fcl ~ 15 - 25

ζ Oph mass-loss rate 100X lower than theory

Quite a few O + O binaries without obvious 
CWB X-ray emission have profiles that differ 
from effectively single O stars




